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Men in Place: Trans Masculinity, Race, and Sexuality in AmericaUniversity of Minnessota, 2019

	
		
			Daring new theories of masculinity, built from a large and geographically diverse interview study of transgender men

			 

		
			American masculinity is being critiqued, questioned, and reinterpreted for a new era. In Men in Place Miriam J. Abelson makes an original contribution to this...
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The Crowded Hour: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the Dawn of the American CenturyScribner, 2019

	A NEW YORK TIMES 100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2019 SELECTION

	

	The dramatic story of the most famous regiment in American history: the Rough Riders, a motley group of soldiers led by Theodore Roosevelt, whose daring exploits marked the beginning of American imperialism in the 20th century. 

	

	When...
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Why Men Don't Listen And Women Can't Read MapsPease International Pty, 2001
It was a sunny Sunday afternoon as Bob and Sue set out with their three teenage daughters on a lazy drive down to the beach. Bob was at the wheel and Sue sat beside him, turning towards the back every few minutes to join in the animated series of conversations going on among their daughters. To Bob, it sounded as if they were all talking at...
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Taboo: 10 Facts You Can't Talk AboutDecker Publishing, 2020

	It has become virtually impossible to honestly discuss race, gender, and class issues in mainstream American society because if you dare repeat certain "tabooo truths," you'll be ostracized as a bigot. Professor Wilfred Reilly (author of Hate Crime Hoax) fearlessly presents 10 of these truths here and investigates...
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Seduction: A History From the Enlightenment to the PresentPegasus Books, 2020

	
		A brilliantly original history that explores the shifting cultural mores of courtship, told through the lives of remarkable women and men throughout history.

	If sex has generally been a private matter, seduction has always been of intense public interest. Whether the stuff of front-page tabloid news, the...
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Good Kids, Bad City: A Story of Race and Wrongful Conviction in AmericaPicador, 2019

	
		From award-winning investigative journalist Kyle Swenson, Good Kids, Bad City is the true story of the longest wrongful imprisonment in the United States to end in exoneration, and a critical social and political history of Cleveland, the city that convicted them.

	
		In the early 1970s, three African-American...
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The Martians of Science: Five Physicists Who Changed the Twentieth CenturyOxford University Press, 2006
If science has the equivalent of a Bloomsbury group, it is the five men born at the turn of the twentieth century in Budapest:  Theodore von Karman, Leo Szilard, Eugene Wigner, John von Neumann, and Edward Teller.  From Hungary to Germany to the United States, they remained friends and continued to work together and influence each other throughout...
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Digital Filmmaking for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2004
You don't have to invest a small fortune, own expensive gear, and employ an army of technicians to create a movie. Today's high-tech tools will fit in your backpack and don't require the financial backing of a major movie studio, making this the first generation in the history of moviemaking that doesn't have to beg for big bucks to put its stories...
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Stratonauts: Pioneers Venturing into the StratosphereSpringer, 2014

	Just what does it take to be a stratonaut, soaring to higher and higher altitudes of Earth's atmosphere? Brave men and women have reached extreme heights in balloons, aircraft and rocket ships over the past two centuries, from the first untethered balloon flight to the first flights in the newly defined stratosphere, through to the...
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Unmasking the Social Engineer: The Human Element of SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Learn to identify the social engineer by non-verbal behavior


	Unmasking the Social Engineer: The Human Element of Security focuses on combining the science of understanding non-verbal communications with the knowledge of how social engineers, scam artists and con men use these skills to build feelings of trust and...
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Inside the FDA: The Business and Politics Behind the Drugs We Take and the Food We EatJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The Holiday Inn in Bethesda, Maryland, is an unassuming stucco building tucked sideways off a slow commercial street, across from a Pizza Hut, a gas station, and a mini-mart. You enter from the side driveway and climb up a wide, curving staircase to reach the Versailles II ballroom on the second floor.

On a sunny February morning in...
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The Facts on File Algebra Handbook (Science Handbook)Facts on File, 2003
The mathematics that we teach and learn today includes concepts and ideas that once were pondered only by the most brilliant men and women of ancient, and not so ancient, times. Numbers such as 1,000, for example, or two, or zero, were at one time considered very abstract ideas. There was a time when a quantity more than two or three was simply...
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